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Enrico Gobbi designs 44m
explorer for Rossinavi

Enrico Gobbi of Italian studio Team For Design has revealed his
44m explorer yacht design exclusively to Boat International.
Poseidon was developed on-spec with builder Rossinavi because both
designer and yard were keen to add an explorer to their portfolios. The
aluminium semi-displacement yacht fulfils its role aesthetically and
practically, with styling inspired by icebreakers and a 10,000nm range at
14 knots. ‘We gave the lines of the hull to the engineers and proposed
a compromise between the fashionable vertical bow and the sleek bow
rake,’ says Gobbi. ‘We did one in the middle, recalling sailing yachts.’

Other distinctive styling details include longer, narrower versions
of the gill-like windows seen on the Gobbi-designed 48m motor yacht
Vellmari, launched by Rossinavi in 2013. Four-deck Poseidon also has
a massive main aft deck and a stern that opens into a beach club. Glass
panels in the aft deck pool allow sunlight to filter through and project
a ripple effect onto the beach club.
Poseidon sleeps eight guests and seven crew. The engineering of the
44m is already developed, along with many other technical details, down
to the lighting design. Gobbi is working on a 53m version of Poseidon.
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Ferretti Group launches five-deck 61m and sleek 37m
The Ferretti Group has celebrated two very different launches.
Barely two weeks after the five-deck 61m motor yacht known as hull
133 splashed down at CRN in Ancona, the sleek, speedy new 37m
flagship of the group’s iconic brand Riva slid into the same waters.
Francesco Paszkowski worked with CRN, the group’s custom yacht
division, on the design of the 61m steel and aluminium yacht. ‘The 61m is
a good combination of CRN tradition and new aesthetic and technological
solutions, while keeping the family feeling,’ says Paszkowski.
The 61m features five guest suites plus the owner’s suite on a
private deck, and sleeps 15 crew. Twin Caterpillar 3512 C engines give
her a top speed of about 15 knots and a cruise speed of 14 knots.
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The first 37m Riva 122 Mythos is the largest yacht yet built in Riva’s
172-year history and the first entirely built in aluminium. The flagship is
the result of the collaboration between designers Mauro Micheli and
Sergio Beretta, founders of Officina Italiana Design, and CRN’s technical
and interior design department.
The 122 Mythos is an evolution of the 26m Riva 86 Domino, from which
she has inherited many styling cues. This first hull has three cabins,
while the standard design has four. A layout with five cabins is also
available. The aluminium planing hull can reach a top speed of 27.5 knots
and a cruising speed of 25 knots, thanks to two MTU 12V 4000 M93L,
3,510hp engines. She is due to be delivered to her owner in early May.
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